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First appearance at Bauma: Putzmeister presents the brand new EstrichBoy DC 450

More efficiency, more comfort – the new one is here!
At Bauma 2019, from 8 – 14 April, EstrichBoy, the popular Brinkmann brand compressedair conveyor can be experienced in a new guise and with some interesting new features.
Operators and companies alike will be thrilled. They can promise more efficiency,
service, safety and even more comfortable operation.
1968 was the year in which the first marketable EstrichBoy left the factory. The configuration
options, diverse from the outset, and simple operation were well received on the market. Today,
after more than 50 years, the robust compressed-air conveyor has enjoyed uninterrupted
success, as confirmed by the latest survey conducted by the "Fußbodentechnik" magazine. "We
are delighted and proud that yet again, an independent body has confirmed that our Brinkmann
brand EstrichBoy is the number one choice for screed layers. Every day, we work in close
partnership with the users to make their hard work with our machines easier and to further
shape the screed sector", emphasises Jochen Knecht, Managing Director of Putzmeister
Mörtelmaschinen GmbH.
At Bauma 2019, the market leader in the screed conveyor sector will present its latest
generation of the EstrichBoy to visitors at the world's largest construction trade fair.
The compact machine for mixing and conveying screed comes in a new design and with tried
and tested new features, without losing sight of the strong roots in the long history of the
EstrichBoy. The machine is highly robust and peppered with user-friendly details. "In daily use,
it's the small details that make the most difference. These details have an impact in use and
also during the regular maintenance routine", adds Jochen Knecht.
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The construction machine manufacturer from Aichtal is still keeping some details under wraps.
All we know so far is that the development work focussed on operation, efficiency, service and
safety. Pictures already published on social media and in trade magazines hint that the machine
will have a more robust and modern design.

Just what the new EstrichBoy DC 450 entails and has under its bonnet won't be revealed until
Bauma 2019. So for all customers, EstrichBoy fans and prospects from the screed sector, a visit
to the Putzmeister stand to join in the launch celebrations of this new generation will be well
worth it.

The mobile screed factory TransMix and the Brinkmann EstrichBoy 32 ampere compressed-air
conveyor EC 350 will also be on show on the Putzmeister stand, Munich Trade Fair Centre, Hall
B6, Stand 100 or before at http://www.bauma.putzmeister-informs-u.de/.

About the Putzmeister Group
The Putzmeister Group develops and produces machinery of high technological quality in the
fields of concrete conveying, truck-mounted concrete pumps, stationary concrete pumps,
placing booms and accessories, plant technology, conveying viscous industrial materials
through pipes, concrete placement and transporting excavated material from tunnels and below
ground, mortar machines, plastering machines, screed conveying, injection and specialist
applications. Market segments include the construction industry, mining and tunnelling, large
industrial projects, power plants and sewage treatment plants, as well as waste incineration
plants, all over the world.

The company is based in Aichtal. With approx. 3,000 employees, the company achieved a
turnover of roughly EUR 764 million in the year 2017.
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The EstrichBoy with a new look & feel! At the bauma 2019 the secret about the screed conveyor
will be revealed for the first time.

